A set of regulatory initiatives that could contribute to resolving the problem:
• strengthening institutional capacity of the judicial system, • improving insolvency legislation, • better coordination of out-of-court restructuring, • developing debt counseling services and information campaigns, • tax incentives for write-offs, • developing an efficient market for distressed assets, • establishing reliable data platforms, • transparency and modernization of real estate market, • enhancing supervision, • fostering cooperation among policymakers and other stakeholders. increased capital requirements for NPLs reduced capital requirements for exposures secured by immovable property provided that specific valuation principles are followed lower risk weights for covered bonds provisions for securitization increased capital requirements for qualifying holdings outside the financial sector leverage ratio ΕΒΑ ITS on Supervisory reporting on forbearance and non-performing exposures restructuring plans 6
The role of Bank of Greece (3a)
Executive Committee Act No. 42/2014: enhanced supervision at national level.
Providing for : •Adoption of the EBA harmonized definitions for NPEs and Forbearance
•Independent function for NPEs monitoring •KPIs to evaluate efficiency •Guidelines for portfolio segmentation.
•Guidelines for debtor's viability assessment and sustainable restructuring solutions.
•Comprehensive reporting to the board and the supervisor 
Code of Conduct on arrears handling
Covering:
• Both natural and legal persons.
Aiming at:
•One more (and probably the last) chance for sustainable restructuring before foreclosure.
•Motivating more innovative restructuring solutions.
•Establishing reliable procedures for property valuation.
•Identifying (non) cooperating and (non) viable borrowers. (known as "Moratorium")
•First pillar: Tax incentives for settlements/write-offs for NPLs Eligible debtors : professionals and small enterprises (turnover < € 2,5 mn). Temporary extraordinary measure.
•Second pillar: Settlement agreement with common creditors (Out-of-court restructuring, based on COM Recommendation of 12.3.2014 ) Eligible debtors: viable firms. Binding effects for all creditors including minority.
Tax incentives. Temporary extraordinary measure.
•Third Pillar: Special administration procedure Simplification and acceleration of liquidation procedures for non-viable. companies with binding effects for all creditors including minority. -Natural persons (not falling under Law 4307/2014) in permanent difficulties acting in good faith.
-Debts to private entities.
Level of protection
-Suspension of all measures and procedural enforcement against the debtor from the date of petition until the final judicial judgment.
-Main residence may be excluded from liquidation if specific conditions are met.
-Possible discharge of debts (once).
Procedure in three phases
-Discretionary mediation procedure (attempt for out of court settlement).
-Attempt for in-court compromise (>50% of creditors agreement required).
-Judicial settlement.
